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ABSTRACT 

IJASCOIN (IJC) is a Blockchain-Based Utility Token, specifically designed to be used as 

an INCENTIVIZED UTILITY TOKEN, and accepted as an electronic reward means for all who 

consider Ijascode HandsOff System as a platform to tokenized any Proof-of-Activity easier, 

faster, effective, secured, traceable and as rewarding as possible, effortlessly. IJC Token is 

owned and backed up by a real company with an SEC REG A+ Qualification (a separate active 

IPO) and Better Business Bureau (BBB) A+ Accredited. 

IjasCoin is the ERC20 token that aims to become the central hub or method to avail 
affordable, transparent, faster and safer digital marketing system and services through the 

Ethereum blockchain and to access the ecosystem of services provided by the IJASCODE 
platform. The adoption of cryptocurrencies will impact the way we do digital marketing in 

the future, and IjasCoin is poised to play a leading role in this new era of wireless digital 
advertisement.  

  
Who is IJASCODE?  

Oxnard California, USA based company, dedicated to provide EFFECTIVE HANDSOFF 

MARKETING SYSTEM to any type of business by offering advanced yet simple and affordable 
marketing solutions that works. Our motto is  

“SHARE WITH NO FEAR!” 
Coin name means a lot to us: 

I – means YOU or I 

JAS – originated in Western Cape, South Africa, it means anything GREAT or SATISFACTORY. 

Coin – means your “Ijascode System” Coin 

“I HAVE A GREAT COIN!” 
IJASCODE is a platform that provides an ecosystem of Incentivized digital services 

primarily through “IjasApp Physical Web” Free mobile app, available on IOS and Android 

operating system, that communicates with wireless proximiner devices to perform the 

verification process and reward anyone who accomplished any proof-of-work within Ijascode 
platform while allowing full transparency and traceability of every activity inside the system.  

INCENTIVIZED UTILITY TOKEN 
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IMPORTANT NOTICE  

  

The purpose of this Whitepaper is to present IjasCoin and the related IjasCode Ecosystem to 

potential customers, partners and any related future plans or possible Initial Public Offering 
(ICO). The information set forth below may not be exhaustive and does not imply any 

elements of a contractual relationship. Its sole purpose is to provide relevant and reasonable 

information to potential owners or users of the IjasCoin for them to determine whether to 

undertake a thorough analysis of the IjasCode, the IjasCode Ecosystem and the companies 
belonging to it with the intent of purchasing the IjasCoin.  

  

Nothing in this Whitepaper shall be deemed to constitute a prospectus of any sort or a 

solicitation for investment, nor does it in any way pertain to an offering or a solicitation of an 
offer to buy any securities in any jurisdiction.  

 

The IjasCoin is a utility token. It is not intended to constitute securities or financial 
instruments in any jurisdiction.  

  

This Whitepaper does not constitute or form part of any opinion on any advice to sell, or any 

solicitation of any offer by the contract owner of the IjasCoin (the “IjasCoin Provider”) to 
purchase any IjasCoin, nor shall it, or any part of it, nor the fact of its presentation form the 

basis of or be relied upon in connection with any contract or investment decision. Although 
IJascode Company has its own IPO with SEC Regulation A+ Qualifications, IjasCoin is a 

separate entity and it has not been registered under the Securities Act or any other securities 
laws of any state of the United States or the securities laws of any other country, including the 

securities laws of any jurisdiction in which a potential coin holder is a resident. No regulatory 

authority has examined or approved of any of the information set out in this Whitepaper. No 

such action has been or will be taken under the laws, regulatory requirements or rules of any 

jurisdiction. The publication, distribution or dissemination of this Whitepaper does not imply 
that the applicable laws, regulatory requirements or rules have been complied with. 

  

The IjasCoin cannot be used for any purposes other than those provided in this Whitepaper. 

The IjasCoin is not intended for sale or use in any jurisdiction where sale, exchange or use of 

digital tokens may be prohibited. The IjasCoin confers no other rights in any form, including 
but not limited to, any ownership, distribution (including but not limited to profit), 

redemption, liquidation, proprietary (including all forms of intellectual property), or other 
financial or legal rights, other than those specifically described in this Whitepaper. 

  

Certain statements, estimates and financial information contained in this Whitepaper 

constitute forward-looking statements or information. Such forward-looking statements or 
information involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties, which may cause actual 

events or results to differ materially from the estimates or the results implied or expressed in 
such forward-looking statements. This Whitepaper can be modified to provide more detailed 
information.   
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This English language Whitepaper is the primary official source of information about the 
IjasCoin. The information contained herein may from time to time be translated into other 

languages or used during written or verbal communications with existing and prospective 
customers, partners etc. During such translation or communication, some of the information 

contained herein may be lost, corrupted, or misrepresented. The accuracy of such alternative 
communications cannot be guaranteed.  

 

In the event of any conflicts or inconsistencies between such translations and 

communications and this official English language Whitepaper, the provisions of this English 
language original document shall prevail.  

  

1. IJASCODE COMPANY MISSION AND VISION 

 

1.1 - Mission Statement 

To help business owners, professionals, direct sellers, networkers or anyone who wants to 

INCENTIVIZE their business process or brilliant ideas through our HandsOff Proximity 
System, effortlessly. 

To reward everyone using IjasApp Mobile App fueled by the latest Incentivized Digital 
Cryptocurrency Token under Ethereum Blockchain System. 

 

To serve as a VEHICLE for anyone looking for a unique business-model ecosystem to achieve 

their target goals and be the company that truly cares and rewards people beyond their 
expectations. 

 

1.2 - Vision Statement 

To become the CENTRAL HUB ECOSYSTEM combining the largest industries in one platform 
fueled by the incentivized reward digital token called “IjasCoin”. 

 

2. UNDERSTANDING IJASCOIN TOKEN 

 

2.1 IJASCOIN TOKENS IN A NUTSHELL  

IjasCoin will serve as a reward token for any proof-of-work anyone completed within 
IJASCODE Ecosystem to trade or purchase any products and services, and soon be able to 

exchange into major cryptocurrencies available externally. IjasCoin is supported by many 
major ewallet platforms to hold IJC tokens securely such as Ethereum Blockchain itself, 

TRUST – Ethereum Wallet (Third part application) and MyEtherWallet 
(www.myetherwallet.com) that allows user to store, send and receive, and track all history of 
Ijascoin Token easily. 

 

2.2 IJASCOIN ACCUMULATION & PROXIMINER 

It’s a simple and straightforward process!  We offer multiple ways to mine and earn it. 

 

A) - The simple way, by downloading and using our free mobile application as a 
verification tool to validate the communicate with any Ijascode Proximiner Devices. 

 

Proximiners are any nearby devices, equipment or machines that are capable of sending BLE 

(Bluetooth Low Energy) signal such as Ijascode Flagship Handsoff Round device, 
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smartwatches, tablets, mobile phones, bicycles, cars, and machines, or in short, pretty much 
anything that can be programmed or enhanced by using IjasCode API platform. 

For instance, meet Cindy, a real-estate agent trying you do an open house for one of her clients, 
she is using her Ijastablet proximiner to send house information to anyone nearby IjasApp 

users. In this scenario, all app users are accumulating IjasCoin tokens just by connecting and 
browsing Cindy's adz about the house, while on the other hand, Cindy is also receiving the 
incentivized token for every connected user. 

 

B) - The fun way! Just by using any Ijascode Online and Offline Services such as IjasAdz, 
IjasShop eCommerce, IjasWalk Wellness, and soon, other industries partnering with Us, you 

also collect Ijascoin Tokens. When the required parameters or proof-of-work setup by the 
Ijascode System or Proximiners are satisfied, you get paid through Digital IjasCoin Tokens, 
limitlessly.   

 

So, next time that you visit your favorite restaurant or beauty salon, ensure that you have 
IjasApp installed and ready to receive your free reward IjasCoin Tokens or in the future, try 
to buy your supplies online through IjasShop and get paid. 

 

2.3 MAJOR BENEFITS OF USING IJASCOIN 

A) Incentivized System – get rewarded for every proof-of-work with ijascode system. 
B) Ijascode Market – with IJC, now you have access to Ijascode marketplace. 
C) Accumulate Faster – mining token has never been easy, fun, and rewarding. Is now 
with IJC! 
D) Multi-Industry – IJC can be utilized by any industry. Be incentivized through 
Ijascode. 
E) Safe and Trusted – decentralized, tested and safe under Ethereum blockchain. 
F) Unlimited Potential – sky is the limit! movement with so great potential to grow, 
exponentially! 
 

The potential is borderless, limitless, and unimaginable! Now that everything is becoming 

tokenized, Ijascode believes that the value of IjasCoin can go beyond expectations. Similar to 
popular Coins or Tokens out there in the market but backed up by a real company, great 
leadership and already has working products and services, and well documented. 

 

2.4 PROBLEMS AND CONCERNS 

Globally, almost all smallest or largest 

industries in the world, whether customers 
on the one side, and business owners on the 

other side, rely on the traditional way of 
transacting business. For instance, in 

former times, traditional marketing was 

the most popular method of hitting the 

market for more exposure, particularly in 
the form of television, radio and magazine, 

which is very expensive, lack of timeliness, 
harder to target audience, less information and most of the time it is very slow and ineffective 

because of the obvious reasons that majority of the populations are in fast-phase Digital 
Marketing.  
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Those old-school approaches have 
drastically and continuously been replaced 

by internet adz-giants and online companies 
such as Google, Yahoo, Facebook, YouTube 

channels and more companies, which 

nowadays, almost all businesses are being 
part of the growing Digital Marketing 
System.  

Although they may provide good results and 

flexibility, however the process is still very 

expensive, overwhelming for non-tech savvy people, due to popularity expect higher 

competition, and the most crucial issue is that every transaction is paid by the value of the 
bank notes issued by the different countries rely on the trust that the respective country can 

pay its bills, only this is less sure than in former times. Especially in less developed countries, 
the trustworthiness of legal tender moves towards zero. 

 

The other major concern is the lack of incentive or reward program that can be utilized by 

any individuals, small or big companies, and whoever needs to send/receive Tips, on real-
time and effortlessly, for doing such an awesome job. A complete non-bias incentivized digital 

system that is available for anybody regardless of their background, educational attainment, 

race or ethnicity, gender and lifestyle, and to use to trade for any type of services and 

transactions, or simply to reward those individuals who really go out there and do the leg-
work all the time. 

 

2.5 IJASCOIN SOLUTIONS 

 

Have you ever wondered what it feels like living in a community where every time you make 
any effort or work for anything that you usually do, you get rewarded or incentivized? 

How about every time you walk and burn calories, promote business offline and online, 
monitor pets, turn on tv, listen to your favorite songs or simply just by opening your fridge 

because you’re hungry, you get rewarded and earn something similar to popular tokens in 
the market such as bitcoin, Ethereum and Litecoin that you can exchange for almost anything, 
digitally? 

 

In this situation, the IjasCoin Token perfectly meets worldwide needs because it is a kind of 
Cryptonized and Incentivized Utility Token. Each token represents an imaginary certain level 

of IjasCode products and services, Ijascode  Partners and their businesses, and all users who 
believe in IjasCoin’s potential and value, 

whereby a certain quantity of IjasCoin 
Tokens can be exchanged for pretty much 

anything within Ijascode System including 
the IjasShop eCommerce, IjasAdz 

Marketing, IjasWalk Wellness or any 
solutions in the form of Cryptocurrency. 

Furthermore, it will be made 

exchangeable for other fiat currencies and 
cryptocurrencies worldwide in the future.  
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The IjasCoin Token can be transferred borderless, cost-efficiently, securely and in real-time. 
Its value is predictable because the value of Ijascode Marketing System does not change often, 

or could possibly change in the future, but will be determined ahead of time, and everybody 
has an idea about its stability. Therefore, the IjasCoin can become generally accepted 

worldwide. Currently, more than 1,500+ partners from more than 4 countries have already 

bought IjasCode HandsOff System Packages including our proximiner devices flagship round 
device, smartwatch and tablet, and the company is reaching out to more possible countries to 

open. Our Free “IjasApp Physical Web” proximiner app is getting more downloads and 
popularity every day. Ijascode Company also just acquired Securities and Exchange 

Commissions (SEC) Regulation A+ Qualification, BBB A+ Accredited, featured in Kingdom Life 

- KDAR 98.3 FM, God Life Magazine, and partnered with prestigious companies. It is therefore 

obvious that with these documentations, potentials, movements and customer basis, the 
IjasCoin itself will achieve a high market capitalization and demand. It will write a success 
story and like company’s motto we “Share With No Fear”. 
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The visionaries behind the idea to create the IjasCoin are Mr. Jayson Maranan Panopio, a 
Senior Software Engineer and had worked with many top fortune 500 companies, an 

entrepreneur, one of the fastest Senior Vice Presidents promoted from his past Network 
marketing company, he is the founder and CEO of IjasCode HandsOff Marketing System, and 

his co-founder Mr. Edilberto Partida, a professional networker, seasoned and well-
experienced top-leader from different successful companies. 

The IjasCoin is based on the Ethereum blockchain protocol. Therefore, it is safe, cost-efficient 
and fast, and allows for the use of smart contracts. 

 

 

2.6 IJASCOIN TECHNICAL DETAILS 
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3. ROAD MAP  

             The following deployment plan shall be followed in the future: 
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IJASCODE CORE LEADERSHIP TEAM  
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5. THE IJASCOIN PROXIMINING AND REFERRALS  

 

5.1 PROXIMINING 

PROXIMINING or Proximity mining is the process of earning IjasCoin by completing any 

proof-of-work set up by the PROXIPRENEUR.  

PROXIPRENEUR can be a company, private entity, Ijascode partners, daily IjasApp users or 

anyone within the Ijascode Ecosystem. 

Every time someone’s action is verified and accepted by Ijascode System through IjasApp 

Physical Web Mobile app or any proximining platforms available in Ijascode Community, 

IjasCoin token will be deposited directly to the account on real-time. 

For instance, using the Ijascode free IjasApp mobile application, anyone can scan the area for 

any nearby Proximiner devices and when it connects through the Bluetooth Low Energy 

(BLE) signal, mining process starts to happen and based on the parameters set up by the 

proxipreneur for that particular task or event determines the amount of IjasCoin token to be 
mined or collected.  

 

5.2 REFERRALS 

With the IjasCoin Referral Payment System, people are rewarded who refer other potential 

IjasCode member to either download our free mobile IjasApp or buy Ijascode products and 

services. For every IjasApp download and registration, the system generates a personal 

referral code which will be displayed prominently in the IjasApp profile area or if its Ijascode 

Package transaction, referral code can be found at the main Ijascode main website. By 

sharing this code or link through e-mail, social media or common mobile messengers, you 
have lots of chances to earn more IjasCoin tokens.  
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IjasApp tracks every direct referred user and assigns this user to its referrer, however, on the 

package referrals, Ijascode Backoffice handles all direct and generational referred users. 

Besides that, users can track the status of each referred friend in real time.  

The commission rules are as follows:  

With IjasApp Referral Program 

• You will be paid a one-time 500 IJC direct referral bonus for each referred user. This 

bonus may change based on the supply and demand of the IjasCoin Token.  

With Ijascode Package Referral Program 

• You will be paid a direct and generational bonus depending on the Ijascode package 

sold. Each package comes with its corresponding amount of token incentive and 
subject to change based on the supply and demand of the IjasCoin Token. 

As stated in the token technical details diagram, the incentive dedicated token is limited to 

15,000,000,000 IJC. If the incentive pool is exceeded there will be no further referral bonuses 

paid. In this event, you will be informed via e-mail, the main Ijascode webpage and via the 
client area.  

 

6. HOW TO BE AN IJASCODE MEMBER? 

There are 3 types of memberships: 

A) Customer – acquire any IjasCode products and services such as proximiner device 

package, be a certified partner in one of these platforms; IjaAdz, IjasShop 

eCommerce and future services.  

B) Affiliate – by opting in to the program as an IjasCode Independent Marketing 

Affiliate and by acquiring any IjasCode products and services such as proximiner 

device Packages, IjaAdz, IjasShop eCommerce Seller and future platforms.  

C) Standard Free Platform User – by downloading our Free IjasApp mobile 

application and submitting your registration, you agree to be part of the IjasCode 

Community and position yourself to receive free IjasCoin incentives as a tokenized 

form of payment or reward. 

 

7. REGULATORY & RISK FACTORS  

7.1 Regulatory  

The IjasCoin Token and the IjasCoin Ecosystem comprise a large set of activities that may be 

subject to regulatory scrutiny in various territories. To the extent required by the respective 

applicable laws, activities undertaken, and services performed shall be regulated. However, it 

cannot be excluded that the need of a regulation will not be recognized for a number of 

reasons. The IjasCode HandsOff Marketing System, which issues the IjasCoin and is based in 

Oxnard, USA, is unregulated.  

As far as the IjasCode or its advisors will encounter legal uncertainties, these will be resolved 

with the responsible regulatory bodies involved to the extent legally possible and practicable. 
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By sorting out any legal or regulatory exposures from the very beginning, the group is aiming 

for full transparency towards investors as well as regulators in order to achieve the highest 

level of investor confidence as well as legal and regulatory compliance possible.  

7.2 Risk Factors  

When open in Exchange for trading, the purchase of the IjasCoin involves a high degree of risk, 

including but not limited to the risks described below. Before acquiring the IjasCoin, it is 

recommended that each participant carefully weighs all the information and risks detailed in 

this Whitepaper, and, specifically, the following risk factors. Please further note that the 

Ijascode Ecosystem may be subject to other risks not foreseen.  

7.2.1 Taxes  

Holders of the IjasCoin may be required to pay taxes associated with the transactions 

contemplated herein. It will be a sole responsibility of IjasCoin holders to comply with the tax 

laws of the jurisdictions applicable to them and pay all relevant taxes. 

7.2.2 Dependence on Computer Infrastructure  

The IjasCoin Ecosystem depends on the functioning of the Ethereum Blockchain System, 

Ijascode Ecosystem, computer hardware, and the internet. This implies that no assurances can 

be given that a system failure would not adversely affect the use of the IjasCoin. Despite the 

intended implementation of all reasonable network security measures, the processing center 

servers are vulnerable to computer viruses, physical or electronic break-ins or other 

disruptions of a similar nature. Computer viruses, break-ins or other disruptions caused by 

third parties may result in interruption, delay or suspension of services, which would limit the 

use of the IjasCoin.  

7.2.3 Smart Contract Limitations  

Smart contract technology is still in its early stages of development, and its application is of an 

experimental nature. This may carry significant operational, technological, regulatory, 

reputation and financial risks. Consequently, it cannot be ensured that smart contract to the 

extent used will properly work or that it contains no flaws, vulnerabilities or issues which 
could cause technical problems and, thereby causes damages.  

 

7.2.4 Insufficient Penetration of the Market  

The success of the IjasCoin and the IjasCoin Ecosystem depends on the ability to be accepted 

as a payment means and payment system by a substantial number of users. Although the 

IjasCode Foundation has already access to far more than 400 plus people who owns Ijascode 

HandsOff Marketing System and it can be expected that these owners or customers will also 

make use of the IjasCoin, it cannot be excluded that the required penetration of the global 

market and a substantial market capitalization of the IjasCoin cannot be achieved. For 

example, users might not be convinced that a regular-currency-fiat-based payment system is 

preferable in comparison to other payment means, or it may turn out that the use of the 

IjasCoin is not convenient because the number of points of acceptance will not be sufficient. In 
such case, the value of the IjasCoin would suffer; also, a total loss cannot be excluded. 
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7.2.5 Disclosure of Information  

Personal information received from holders of the IjasCoin, the information about the 

number of coins owned, the wallet addresses used, and any other relevant information may 
be disclosed to law enforcement, government officials, and other third parties when the 

IjasCode Foundation is required to disclose such information by law, subpoena, or court 
order. The IjasCode Foundation shall at no time be held responsible for such information 
disclosure.  

 

7.2.6 Value of IjasCoin  

Once accumulated, the value of the IjasCoin may significantly fluctuate due to various reasons. 

The investment in the IjasCoin can even lead to a total loss. There is no guarantee that users 
can acquire sufficient IjasCoin for their usage within the IjasCoin Ecosystem and external 

platforms and neither is there a guarantee that users can cash out their IjasCoin via external 
platforms. Furthermore, every IjasCoin holder naturally carries the risk of volatile exchange 

rate fluctuations of the IjasCoin towards both other cryptocurrencies and Fiat money 
exchange rates.  

 

 

7.3.7 Bitcoin and Ethereum Volatility 

The IjasCoin may be significantly influenced by digital currency market trends and the 

IjasCoin value may be severely depreciated due to non-IjasCoin related events in the digital 

currency markets. Cryptocurrencies exchange rate volatility may impact the company's 
ability to provide services at the indicated prices. Assumptions with respect to the foregoing 

involve, among other things, judgments about the future economic, competitive and market 

conditions and business decisions, most of which are beyond the control of the IjasCoin team 
and are therefore difficult or impossible to accurately predict. Furthermore, the IjasCode 

Foundation may not succeed in creating the necessary momentum and acceptance for the 
IjasCoin, which may result in low liquidity and depletion of trades. The positions and plans 

outlined in this Whitepaper may be altered as the project progresses. 2.3.12 Delayed Projects 
& Competition Although the IjasCoin team believes that its assumptions underlying its 

forward-looking statements are reasonable, any of these may prove to be inaccurate. As a 
result, the IjasCoin team can offer no assurances that the forward-looking statements 

contained in this Whitepaper will prove to be accurate. In light of the significant uncertainties 
inherent in the forward-looking statements contained herein, the inclusion of such 

information may not be interpreted as a warranty on the part of the IjasCode Foundation or 
any other entity belonging to the IjasCoin Ecosystem that the objectives and plans of the 

IjasCoin project will be successfully achieved. Competition may introduce the same or better 

prediction market solutions and cause the IjasCode Foundation to lose market share and 
eventually fail to deliver on its business goals. 

 

 

8. THE VISION & MISSION OF THE IJASCOIN TOKEN 

The vision & mission of the IjasCoin is to become the main incentivized proximity digital 
Token, to be convertible into Ijascode Products and Services, to be traded within the Ijascode 

Community and its participants around the world, through this becoming accepted by 
consumers as well as merchants and servicers worldwide. 
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9. THE IJASCOIN  

A total of 28 billion IjasCoin Tokens were created and issued on the Ethereum blockchain 

protocol using a smart contract. The IjasCoin is freely transferable. With its advanced 
functions and active ecosystem, Ethereum fits the IjasCoin. The coins contain high 
confirmation speeds and are 99.99% immune to fraudulent activities.    

  

The IjasCoin does not indicate ownership of a company. Therefore, holders of the IjasCoin will 

neither participate in profits or revenues generated by the IjasCoin Ecosystem, nor any kind 

of dividends or interest. However, the value of the IjasCoin is expected to strongly increase. 

The market capitalization of the IjasCoin will reflect the billion-dollar business that will rely 

on Ijascode HandsOff Marketing System. The global acceptance and recognition of Ijascode 
HandsOff Marketing System as a safe and secure harbor will make the IjasCoin one of the 

leading payment means worldwide.  Therefore, holders of IjasCoin will not only enjoy 
protection against inflation and vague governments and economies, but also have the 

opportunity to participate in the value increase which will be achieved in the future. Such 
value increase can be realized by everybody through the massive circulation of the IjasCoin, 

or through the purchase of Ijascode goods and services. Furthermore, IjasCoin can be 
exchanged for real Ijascode Marketing products and services or IjasShop listed products and 

services at any time, whereby a certain quantity of IjasCoin is needed to process any 
transaction.  

  

The IjasCoin is a speculative digital coin that is available worldwide, although its value is 

largely related to the projects and developments of Ijascode HandOff Marketing System. It 
has a quantity commitment of 28 billion tokens.  

  

The IjasCoins will be available on major cryptocurrency exchange platforms such as Poloniex, 

Bithumb, Bitfinex, Bittrex, etc. The coins will be permitted to float and be traded p2p. The 
price of the IjasCoin will be determined by market forces and cryptocurrency exchange 

mechanisms, as well as by the global performance of Ijascode products and services prices. 
Users will be able to send and receive the IjasCoin using cryptocurrencies. The IjasCoin is 
integer and is not available in fractional amounts.      

  

The value of the IjasCoin will reflect the degree of penetration of the worldwide payment 

systems and, to a substantial extent, the price development of Ijascode HandsOff Marketing 

System. The more IjasCoin will be used – thus driving customer adoption – the greater the 
demand for the IjasCoin will be. The popularity of the IjasCoin and the IjasCoin Ecosystems 
will most probably grow very fast.   

  

 

9.1 Comparison of IjasCoin with other tokens  

The IjasCoin is exchangeable for Ijascode HandsOff Marketing System products and services 

at any time, whereby certain quantities of IjasCoins are needed for an exchange into Ijascode 
products and services. Furthermore, the IjasCoins will be exchangeable for legal tender and 
other recognized cryptocurrencies, e.g. Bitcoin, Ethereum, Litecoin, Dash, XEM, etc. 
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9.2 The future Advantages of the IjasCoin:  

▪ Can be used by any industry as an incentivized digital token 
▪ Related to Ijascode HandsOff Marketing System  

▪ Appropriate quantities of IjasCoins are exchangeable into Ijascode and its partners 
Products and Services, at any time  

▪ Facilitation of real-time payments anywhere and anytime  
▪ Cost-efficient  

▪ Free and borderless transferable  
▪ Increasing substantial number of points of acceptance  

▪ Low fees payable by merchants for the use of the IjasCoin and the IjasCoin 
Ecosystem  

 

 

10. DISCLAIMER  

- IMPORTANT NOTICE -  

  

PLEASE READ THIS SECTION AND THE FOLLOWING SECTIONS ENTITLED “DISCLAIMER OF 
LIABILITY”, “NO REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES”, “REPRESENTATIONS AND 

WARRANTIES BY YOU”, “CAUTIONARY NOTE ON FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS”, 

“MARKET AND INDUSTRY IN-FORMATION AND NO CONSENT OF OTHER PERSONS”, “NO 

ADVICE”, “NO FURTHER INFORMATION OR UPDATE”, “RESTRICTIONS ON DISTRIBUTION 
AND DISSEMINATION”, “NO OFFER OF SECURITIES OR REGISTRATION” AND “RISKS AND 
UNCERTAINTIES” CAREFULLY. 

  

IF YOU ARE IN ANY DOUBT AS TO THE ACTION YOU SHOULD TAKE, YOU SHOULD CONSULT 
YOUR LEGAL, FINANCIAL, TAX OR OTHER PROFESSIONAL ADVISOR(S).  

  

The IjasCoin is not intended to constitute securities or financial 

instruments in any jurisdiction. 
  

This Whitepaper does not constitute a prospectus or offer document of any sort and is not 

intended to constitute an offer of securities or a solicitation for investment in securities in any 
jurisdiction. This Whitepaper does not constitute or form part of any opinion on any advice 

to sell, or any solicitation of any offer by the seller of the IjasCoin (the “Token Provider”) to 
purchase any IjasCoin nor shall it or any part of it nor the fact of its presentation form the 
basis of, or be relied upon in connection with, any contract or investment decision.  

  

The IjasCoin main provider and original contract owner is the IjasCode HandsOff Marketing 
System. No person is bound to enter into any contract or binding legal commitment in relation 

to the sale and purchase of the IjasCoin and no cryptocurrency or other form of IjasCoin is to 
be accepted on the basis of this Whitepaper. 

Any agreement as between the Token Provider and you as a holder, and in relation to any sale 
and purchase, of the IjasCoin (as referred to in this Whitepaper) is to be governed by only a 

separate document setting out the terms and conditions (the “T&Cs”) of such agreement. In 
the event of any inconsistencies between the T&Cs and this Whitepaper, the former shall 
prevail. 
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No regulatory authority has examined or approved of any of the information set out in this 

Whitepaper. No such action has been or will be taken under the laws, regulatory 
requirements or rules of any jurisdiction. The publication, distribution or dissemination of 

this Whitepaper does not imply that the applicable laws, regulatory requirements or rules 
have been complied with.  

  

There are risks and uncertainties associated with the IjasCoin, the different elements of the 

IjasCode Ecosystem and their respective services, businesses and operations (each as 
referred to in this Whitepaper).  

 

This Whitepaper, any part thereof and any copy thereof must not be taken or transmitted to 

any country where distribution or dissemination of this Whitepaper is prohibited or 
restricted. No part of this Whitepaper is to be reproduced, distributed or disseminated 

without including this section and the following sections entitled “Disclaimer of Liability”, “No 
Representations and Warranties”, “Representations and Warranties By You”, “Cautionary 

Note On Forward-Looking Statements”, “Market and Industry Information and No Consent of 
Other Persons”, “Terms Used”, “No Advice”, “No Further Information or Update”, “Restrictions 

On Distribution and Dissemination”, “No Offer of Securities Or Registration” and “Risks and 
Uncertainties”.  

  

DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY To the maximum extent permitted by the applicable laws, 

regulations and rules, the IjasCode Foundation  or any entity or person being a part of the 
IjasCode Ecosystem shall not be liable for any indirect, special, incidental, consequential or 

other losses of any kind, in tort, contract or otherwise (including but not limited to loss of 
revenue, income or profits, and loss of use or data), arising out of or in connection with any 
acceptance of or reliance on this Whitepaper or any part thereof by you.  

  

NO REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES The IjasCode Foundation and any entity or 
person being a part of the IjasCode Ecosystem does not make or purport to make, and hereby 

disclaims, any representation, warranty or undertaking in any form whatsoever to any entity 
or person, including any representation, warranty or undertaking in relation to the truth, 
accuracy and completeness of any of the information set out in this Whitepaper.  

  

REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES BY YOU By accessing and/or accepting possession 

of any information in this Whitepaper or such part thereof (as the case may be), you represent 

and warrant to the IjasCode Foundation or any entity or person being a part of the IjasCode 
Ecosystem as follows:  

  

 (a) you agree and acknowledge that the IjasCoin does not constitute securities in any form in 
any jurisdiction;  

  

 (b) you agree and acknowledge that this Whitepaper does not constitute a prospectus or offer 

document of any sort and is not intended to constitute an offer of securities in any jurisdiction 
or a solicitation for investment in securities and you are not bound to enter into any contract 

or binding legal commitment and no cryptocurrency or other form of payment have to be 
accepted on the basis of this Whitepaper;  
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(c) you agree and acknowledge that no regulatory authority has examined or approved of the 

information set out in this Whitepaper, no action has been or will be taken under the laws, 
regulatory requirements or rules of any jurisdiction and the publication, distribution or dis-

semination of this Whitepaper to you does not imply that the applicable laws, regulatory 
requirements or rules have been complied with;(d) you agree and acknowledge that this 

Whitepaper, the undertaking and/or the completion of the Incentivized program, or future 
trading of the IjasCoin on any cryptocurrency exchange, shall not be construed, interpreted 

or deemed by you as an indication of the merits of the IjasCode Foundation or any entity or 

person being a part of the IjasCode Ecosystem;  (e) the distribution or dissemination of this 

Whitepaper, any part thereof or any copy thereof, or acceptance of the same by you, is not 

prohibited or restricted by the applicable laws, regulations or rules in your jurisdiction, and 
where any restrictions in relation to possession are applicable, you have observed and 

complied with all such restrictions at your own expense and without liability to the IjasCode 
Foundation or any entity or person being a part of the IjasCode Ecosystem;  

  

(f) you agree and acknowledge that in the case where you wish to purchase any IjasCoin as a 
Utility Token, the IjasCoin is not to be construed, interpreted, classified or treated as:  

 • any kind of currency other than cryptocurrency;  

 • debentures, stocks or shares issued by any person or entity  

 • rights, options or derivatives in respect of such debentures, stocks or shares;  

 •units in a collective investment scheme;  

 •units in a business trust;  
 •derivatives of units in a business trust; or  
 •any other security or class of securities.  
  

 (g) because of some restrictions set by your own government, you are fully aware of and 

understand that you are not eligible to purchase any IjasCoin if you are a citizen, resident (tax 
or otherwise) or green card holder of the United States of America or a citizen or resident of 
Canada, the People’s Republic of China or the Republic of Singapore;  

 (h) you have a basic degree of understanding of the operation, functionality, usage, storage, 

transmission mechanisms and other material characteristics of cryptocurrencies, block-
chain-based software systems, cryptocurrency wallets or other related token storage 
mechanisms, blockchain technology and smart contract technology;  

(i) you are fully aware and understand that in the case where you wish to purchase any 

IjasCoin, there are risks associated with the IjasCoin and the IjasCode Ecosystem and their 
respective services, business and operations;  

 (j) you agree and acknowledge that neither IjasCode Foundation nor any entity or person 

being a part of the IjasCode Ecosystem is liable for any indirect, special, incidental, 

consequential or other losses of any kind, in tort, contract or otherwise (including but not 

limited to loss of revenue, income or profits, and loss of use or data), arising out of or in 

connection with any acceptance of or reliance on this Whitepaper or any part thereof by you; 
and rights under a contract for differences or under any other contract the purpose or 
pretended purpose of which is to secure a profit or avoid a loss;  

  (k) all of the above representations and warranties are true, complete, accurate and non- 

mis-leading from the time of your access to and/or acceptance of possession this Whitepaper 
or such part thereof (as the case may be).  
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CAUTIONARY NOTE ON FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS  

All statements contained in this Whitepaper, statements made in press releases or in any 

place accessible by the public and oral statements that may be made by IjasCode Foundation 
and/or any entity or person being a part of the IjasCode Ecosystem, including their respective 

directors, executive officers or employees acting on behalf of them that are not statements of 

historical fact, constitute “forward-looking statements”. Some of these statements can be 
identified by forward-looking terms such as “aim”, “target”, “anticipate”, “believe”, “could”, 

“estimate”, “expect”, “if”, “intend”, “may”, “plan”, “possible”, “probable”, “project”, “should”, 
“would”, “will” or other similar terms. However, these terms are not the exclusive means of 

identifying forward-looking statements. All statements regarding the IjasCode Foundation’s 
financial position, business strategies, plans and prospects and the future prospects of the 

industry which the IjasCode Foundation, and/or any other entity or person being a part of the 
IjasCode Ecosystem is in are forward-looking statements. These forward-looking statements, 

including but not limited to statements as to IjasCode Foundation’s or the IjasCode Ecosystem 
revenue and profitability, prospects, future plans, other expected industry trends and other 

matters discussed in this Whitepaper are matters that are not historical facts, but only 
predictions.  

 

These forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and 

other factors that may cause the actual future results, performance or achievements of the 
IjasCode Foundation and the IjasCode Ecosystem to be materially different from any future 

results, performance or achievements expected, expressed or implied by such forward-
looking statements. These factors include, amongst others:  

  

(a) changes in political, social, economic and stock or cryptocurrency market conditions, and 

the regulatory environment in the countries in which the IjasCode Foundation and/or any 
other entity being a part of the IjasCode Ecosystem conducts its respective businesses and 

operations;  

 

(b) the risk that the IjasCode Foundation and/or any other entity being a part of the IjasCode 
Ecosystem may be unable or execute or implement their respective business strategies and 
future plans;  

  

(c) changes in interest rates and exchange rates of fiat currencies and cryptocurrencies;  

  

(d) changes in the anticipated growth strategies and expected internal growth of the IjasCode 
Foundation and/or any other entity being a part of the IjasCode Ecosystem;  

  

(e) changes in the availability and fees of the IjasCode Foundation and/or any other entity 

being a part of the IjasCode Ecosystem in connection with their respective businesses and 
operations;  
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(f) changes in the availability and salaries of employees who are required by the IjasCode 
Foundation and/or any other entity being a part of the IjasCode Ecosystem to operate their 
respective businesses and operations;  

  

(g) changes in preferences of customers of the IjasCode Foundation and/or any other entity 
being a part of the IjasCode Ecosystem;  

  

(h) changes in competitive conditions under which the IjasCode Foundation and/or any other 

entity being a part of the IjasCode Ecosystem operate, and the ability of the IjasCode 
Foundation and/or any other entity being a part of the IjasCode Ecosystem to compete under 

such conditions;  

  

(i) changes in the future capital needs of the IjasCode Foundation and/or any other entity 

being a part of the IjasCode Ecosystem and the availability of financing and capital to fund 
such needs;  

  

(j) war or acts of international or domestic terrorism;  

  

(k) occurrences of catastrophic events, natural disasters and acts of God that affect the 
businesses and/or operations of the IjasCode Foundation and/or any other entity being a part 

of the IjasCode Ecosystem;  

  

(l) other factors beyond the control of the IjasCode Foundation and/or any other entity being 
a part of the IjasCode Ecosystem; and (m) any risk and uncertainties associated with the 

IjasCode Foundation and/or any other entity being a part of the IjasCode Ecosystem and their 
businesses and operations, the IjasCoin and the IjasCode eWallet (each as referred to in the 
Whitepaper).  

 

All forward-looking statements made by or attributable to the IjasCode Foundation and/or 
any other entity being a part of the IjasCode Ecosystem or persons acting on behalf of the 

IjasCode Foundation and/or any other entity being a part of the IjasCode Ecosystem are 
expressly qualified in their entirety by such factors.  

 

Given that risks and uncertainties that may cause the actual future results, performance or 

achievements of the IjasCode Foundation and/or any other entity being a part of the IjasCode 
Ecosystem to be materially different from that expected, expressed or implied by the forward-

looking statements in this Whitepaper, undue reliance must not be placed on these 
statements. These forward-looking statements are applicable only as of the date of this 
Whitepaper.  

  

Neither the IjasCode Foundation and/or any other entity being a part of the IjasCode 
Ecosystem nor any other person represents, warrants and/or undertakes that the actual 

future results, performance or achievements of the IjasCode Foundation and/or any other 
entity being a part of the IjasCode Ecosystem will be as discussed in those forward-looking 

statements. The actual results, performance or achievements of the IjasCode Foundation 
and/or any other entity being a part of the IjasCode Ecosystem may differ materially from 

those anticipated in these forward- looking statements. Nothing contained in this Whitepaper 
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is or may be relied upon as a promise, representation or undertaking as to the future 
performance or policies of the IjasCode Foundation and/or any other entity being a part of 

the IjasCode Ecosystem. Further, the IjasCode Foundation and/or any other entity being a 
part of the IjasCode Ecosystem disclaim any responsibility to update any of those forward- 

looking statements or publicly announce any revisions to those for-ward-looking statements 

to reflect future developments, events or circumstances, even if new in-formation becomes 
available or other events occur in the future.  

  

MARKET AND INDUSTRY INFORMATION AND NO CONSENT OF OTHER PERSONS  

This Whitepaper includes market and industry information and forecasts that have been 

obtained from internal surveys, reports and studies, where appropriate, as well as market 
research, publicly available information and industry publications. Such surveys, reports, 

studies, market research, publicly available information and publications generally state that 
the information that they contain has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but 

there can be no assurance as to the accuracy or completeness of such included information. 
Save for the IjasCode Foundation and/or any other entity being a part of the IjasCode 

Ecosystem and their respective directors, executive officers and employees, no person has 

provided his or her consent to the inclusion of his or her name and/or other information 
attributed or perceived to be attributed to such person in connection therewith in this White-
paper and no representation, warranty or undertaking  

 

 

is or purported to be provided as to the accuracy or completeness of such information by such 
person and such persons shall not be obliged to provide any updates on the same.  

  

While the IjasCode Foundation and/or any other entity being a part of the IjasCode Ecosystem 

have taken reasonable actions to ensure that the information is extracted accurately and in 
its proper context, the IjasCode Foundation and/or any other entity being a part of the 

IjasCode Ecosystem have not conducted any independent review of the information extracted 
from third party sources, verified the accuracy or completeness of such information or 

ascertained the underlying economic assumptions relied upon therein. Consequently, neither 
the IjasCode Foundation and/or any other entity being a part of the IjasCode Ecosystem, nor 

their respective directors, executive officers and employees acting on their behalf makes any 
representation or warranty as to the accuracy or completeness of such information and shall 
not be obliged to provide any updates on the same.  

 

TERMS USED  

To facilitate a better understanding of the IjasCode being offered for purchase by the IjasCode 

Foundation, and the businesses and operations of the IjasCode Foundation and/or any other 
entity being a part of the IjasCode Ecosystem, certain technical terms and abbreviations, as 

well as, in certain instances, their descriptions, have been used in this Whitepaper. These 
descriptions and assigned meanings should not be treated as being definitive of their 

meanings and may not correspond to standard industry meanings or usage. Words importing 
the singular shall, where applicable, include the plural and vice versa and words importing 

the masculine gender shall, where applicable, include the feminine and neuter genders and 
vice versa. References to persons shall include corporations.  
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NO ADVICE  

No information in this Whitepaper should be considered to be business, legal, financial or tax 

advice regarding IjasCode, the IjasCode Foundation and/or any other entity being a part of 
the IjasCode Ecosystem and the IjasCode eWallet (each as referred to in the Whitepaper). You 

should consult your own legal, financial, tax or other professional adviser regarding the 
IjasCode Foundation and/or any other entity being a part of the IjasCode Ecosystem and their 

respective businesses and operations, the IjasCoin and the IjasCode eWallet (each as referred 
to in the Whitepaper). You should be aware that you may be required to bear the financial 
risk of any purchase of IjasCoin for an indefinite period of time.  

  

NO FURTHER INFORMATION OR UPDATE  

No person has been or is authorized to give any information or representation not contained 

in this Whitepaper in connection with the IjasCode Foundation and/or any other entity being 
a part of the IjasCode Ecosystem and their respective businesses and operations, the IjasCoin 

and the IjasCode eWallet (each as referred to in the Whitepaper) and, if given, such 
information or representation must not be relied upon as having been authorized by or on 

behalf of IjasCode Foundation and/or any other entity being a part of the IjasCode Ecosystem. 
The IjasCoin (as referred to in the Whitepaper) shall not, under any circumstances, constitute 

a continuing representation or create any suggestion or implication that there has been no 
change, or development reasonably likely to involve a material change in the affairs, 

conditions and prospects of IjasCode Foundation and/or any other entity being a part of the 

IjasCode Ecosystem or in any statement of fact or information contained in this Whitepaper 
since the date hereof.  

 

RESTRICTIONS ON DISTRIBUTION AND DISSEMINATION  

The distribution or dissemination of this Whitepaper or any part thereof may be prohibited 

or restricted by the laws, regulatory requirements and rules of any jurisdiction. In the case 
where any restriction applies, you are to inform yourself about, and to observe, any 

restrictions which are applicable to your possession of this Whitepaper or such part thereof 
(as the case may be) at your own expense and without liability to IjasCode Foundation and/or 

any other entity being a part of the IjasCode Ecosystem. Persons to whom a copy of this 
Whitepaper has been distributed or disseminated, provided access to or who otherwise have 

the Whitepaper in their possession shall not circulate it to any other persons, reproduce or 

other-wise distribute this Whitepaper or any information contained herein for any purpose 
whatsoever nor permit or cause the same to occur.  

  

NO OFFER OF SECURITIES OR REGISTRATION  

This Whitepaper does not constitute a prospectus or offer document of any sort and is not 

intended to constitute an offer of securities or a solicitation for investment in securities in any 
jurisdiction. No person is bound to enter into any contract or binding legal commitment and 

no cryptocurrency or other form of payment is to be accepted on the basis of this Whitepaper.  

 

Any agreement in relation to any sale and purchase of IjasCoins (as referred to in this 
Whitepaper) is to be governed by only the T&Cs of such agreement and no other document. 

In the event of any inconsistencies between the T&Cs and this Whitepaper, the former shall 
prevail.  
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Because of some restrictions set by your own government, you might not be eligible to 
purchase any IjasCoin (as referred to in this Whitepaper) if you are a citizen, resident (tax or 

otherwise) or green card holder of the United States of America or a citizen or resident of 
Canada, the Peoples Republic of China or the Republic of Singapore. No regulatory authority 

has examined or approved of any of the information set out in this Whitepaper. No such action 

has been or will be taken under the laws, regulatory requirements or rules of any jurisdiction. 
The publication, distribution or dissemination of this Whitepaper does not imply that the 
applicable laws, regulatory requirements or rules have been complied with.  

  

RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES  

Prospective purchasers of IjasCoins (as referred to in this Whitepaper) should carefully 
consider and evaluate all risks and uncertainties associated with the IjasCode Foundation 

and/or any other entity being a part of the IjasCode Ecosystem and their respective 
businesses and operations, the IjasCoins and the IjasCode eWallet (each as referred to in the 

Whitepaper), all information set out in this Whitepaper and the T&Cs prior to any purchase 
of IjasCoins. If any of such risks and uncertainties develops into actual events, the business, 

financial condition, results of operations and prospects of the IjasCode Foundation and/or 

any other entity being a part of the IjasCode Ecosystem Provider could be materially and 
adversely affected. In such cases, you may lose all or part of the value of the IjasCoins.  

  

JURISDICTION AND GOVERNING LAW  

The IjasCoin Token, any related material and especially the content of this Whitepaper, the 

Whitepaper itself and any associated documents and material and any conflict arising from it 
or in relation to it shall be exclusively governed by the laws of USA. The courts of USA shall 
have the whole and exclusive jurisdiction. 


